NE W PA RT HENIS CA FE IN MY KON OS I S TH E ESSEN C E OF GREEK SU MMER
The House of Parthenis with its immaculate aesthetics is an ever-evolving centerpiece of Greek fashion history. The brand’s instantly
classic collections combine comfort with simplicity, enveloped through a timeless elegance, steeped in the essence of the Greek summer.
This characteristic simplicity, comfort and elegancemedicalpsychology.eu
is to be found also at Parthenis Cafe, a new spot that follows the spirit, sense
and history of the House itself.
The cafe cozily sits right next to the windmills, in the courtyard of the iconic Parthenis store, at Alefkandra square in Mykonos.
The menu is a testament to the Parthenis aesthetics, where fresh Greek ingredients composing all-day signature meals showcase
the heart of taste in a culinary trip to Greece.
An integral part of the everyday menu here at Parthenis Cafe is the mesmerizing Mykonian sunset of Little Venice, that you will enjoy
while sipping your favorite cocktail or fine wine, paired with refined, light tastes.
As for the music? Always an important element of the Parthenis universe, it now inhabits every moment of the day with curated playlists
that follow the course of the sun. As moments and moods change, as people sweetly mingle more and more into the night, so does
the music: different styles are combined with a genre-bender approach, always following a common thread of flow and rhythm.
Never has a dj set in Mykonos softly gone from Jose Padilla to The Black Keys, from James Brown to Paul Oakenfold or from Mark Almond
to the Adelphi Music Factory and Nicolas Jaar. Right where Cycladic simplicity meets the minimalist aesthetics of Parthenis.
This is where summer lounging is enjoyed from morning till night.
Where you can get in touch with the true meaning of easy living.
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